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SANKHAYANA SRATJTA SUTRA : BOOKS XVII AND XVIII.

In his Indian Literaturex Weber wrote : " The seventeenth
and eighteenth books (of the Sankliayana Srauta Sutra) are
•a later addition, and are also ranked independently and
separately commented upon. They correspond to the first
two books of the Kausltaki Aranyaka." In referring to
this passage in his Ritual-Litterattir? Professor Hillebrandt,
while accepting the statement that the books are an addition,
considers that they can hardly be regarded as more modern.
Professor Macdonell3 leaves the question of relative date open.

It may be worth while to consider whether no more
precise result can be obtained. Now, in the first place, it
should be noted that there is no reason to believe that these
books were at any early date deemed part of the sutra. On
•the contrary, Anartiya shows clearly that to him these
books formed part of the Sankhayana Aranyaka, for (1) he
does not comment upon them; (2) in his commentary4 on
Book xiii, 14, 7, he expressly quotes Book xviii, 14, 30, as
aranyake vacandt, as Hillebrandt points out. That is to
say, the relation of Books xvii and xviii to Sankhayana
Aranyaka, i and ii, was precisely that of Aitareya Aranyaka,
Book v, to Aitareya Aranyaka, Book i, as the sutra and
brahmana respectively of the Mahavrata rite.

There is nothing, therefore, to show a priori which of the
two, the sutra or these sutra books of the Aranyaka, is the
older. Comparison of language and grammar yields no
argument either way, if we leave out of account, as we of
course must, the passage in the sutra, xv, narrating the
Sunahsepa legend, which, from its correspondence with the
version in the Aitareya Brahmana, obviously is taken bodily
over into the sGtra from an older source. The style and
grammar of both works practically coincide, and are com-
patible with contemporaneous production. More important

1 E.T., p. 54.
3 P. 25.
3 Sanskrit Literature, p. 245.
4 Hillebrandt's ed., iii, p. 192.
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SANKHAYANA SRAUTA SUTRA. 411

is the evidence of citations. In both cases the writer's rule
is to cite at length all passages not Rgvedic, but there are
three signal exceptions in Book xviii. In xviii, 1, 2, are
cited by pratlka only the verses brahma jajnanam and it/am
pitre. They are cited in full at v, 9, 5, and 6 respectively.
In xviii, 15, 4, is cited by pratlka the trca, esa brahma ya
rtviyah, which will be found at length at ix, 6, 6. The
obvious conclusion is that the author of xviii (and therefore
of xvii, which is inseparably connected with it) knew the
sutra. It may, indeed, be argued that original^' the verses
may have stood at full length in the text of xviii, and may
have been curtailed by a commentator familiar with the
siitra, but against this must be put the fact that we do not
even know of any commentator who treated the sfitra as one
whole of eighteen books. As we have seen, Anartlya
commented on sixteen books only, while Govinda confined
himself to Books xvii and xviii.

On the other hand, in xii, 26, 9, the pratlkas only of the
Samaveda verses, pra va Indrdya Vrtrahantamdya and visvato
davan, are cited, while they are given in full at xviii, 15, 5.
Anartiya, in his commentary on xii, 26, 9, has pra va Indrdya
Vrtrahantamdyety Aranyalmpathitah stotriyah, which appears
to me, though Hillebrandt does not seem so to take it, clearly
a reference to xviii as an Aranyaka, just as in xiii, 14, 7,
above referred to.

The solution of the matter seems to be that the two
works were written contemporaneously with reference to each
other. This is borne out by the fact that in each case the
natural place for the verses to be set out in full is that in
which they actually do occur in full. For instance, xviii,
15, 5, contains six verses in all of which the two cited form
part, whereas in xii, 26, 9, a large number of hymns and
stanzas are being cited by pratlka, and the setting forth of
the verses in full would have interrupted very inconveniently
the section. Whether the same author wrote both, it is
impossible to say, but no doubt the two authors, if there
were two, were of the same date and school. There is
a precise parallel in the case of the Aitareya Aranyaka, for
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412 SANKHAYANA SEAUTA SUTRA.

it is possibleJ that Asvalayana wrote the fifth book of the
Aranyaka as well as his sutra, and it is certain that, if he
did not do so, the book was written by his teacher, Saunaka,
with reference to the sutra, which is at least once actually
alluded to. It is of special interest to note that in the
Aranyaka, v, 2, 2, esa brahma ya rtviyah is cited by pratlka,
but is given in full at vi, 2, 6, of the sutra, presenting
a precise parallel with the facts of the Sankhayana.

As part of this argument rests on the assumption of
Anartiya's accuracy, it may be well to confirm it by a
somewhat significant piece of evidence. In x, 6, 10, occurs
the rule, mahanamnyah stotriyah, which he thus explains,2

ta aranye 'nucydh | ato na pratikagrahanam \ He does not
write Aranyake, for as a matter of fact the Sankhayana
Aranyaka3 contains no book like the Aitareya Aranyaka, iv,
dealing with the MahanamnI verses.

It may be added that considerable doubt must be felt
as to the view of Professor Hillebrandt that the Sankhayana
Srauta Sutra is older than the Asvalayana Srauta Sutra.
The two grounds put forward4 in support of this view are,,
first, the ancient nature of the style, and, second, the
character of the contents. But the style of the sutra
portions is no more ancient than that of the Asvalayana
Sutra, and, as pointed out above, the Sunahsepa legend stands
in a quite independent position and certainly cannot be
attributed to the writer of the sutra, whose date, therefore,
cannot be fixed by any calculation based on such data. The
only evidence from contents given by Professor Hillebrandt
is that the Sankhayana describes at some length the
purusamedha, which he regards as a very old but dis-
appearing rite. If, as I consider much more probable, it
is really as Oldenberg5 holds, a late rite, the argument
for the priority of the Sankhayana turns into one for the

1 See Oldenberg, S.B.E., xxix, 153-137.
2 Hillebrandt's ed., iii, p. 45.
3 See Winternitz and Keith, Bodleian Catalogue, p. 60.
4 Sankhayana Srauta Sutra, i, ix, x.
5 Religion des Veda, p. 365.
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priority of Asvalayana, which might be supported by the
fact that on the whole the Sankhayana Sutra is more
systematic and better arranged than the Asvalayana Sutra,
perhaps also by the factl that the Sankhayana school
belonged to the western part of India, and by the occurrence
of the form drasta, i, 3, 6, as a third person passive. But in
any case there is little reason to assume any wide separation
of the two schools in point of time.

A. BERRIEDALK KEITH.

VYAGHRAMUSA.

The name Vyaghramusa, read by Mr. V. A. Smith on
one of his White Hun coins (see p. 95 of the January
number of the Journal), is no doubt "Sri Vyaghramukha
of the Sri Chapa dynasty," under whom wrote the astronomer
Brahmagupta.

A. M. T. JACKSON.

ITSING AND VAGBHATA.

I am afraid Professor. Jolly's interesting presentment of
the case of Itsing's relation to Vagbhata (ante, p. 172) tends
—quite unintentionally, of course—to confuse the issue. Let
me try to put it clearly; not for the sake of controversy
with my friend, whose views on anything touching Indian
medicine are of the greatest value, but because of the
importance of establishing, if possible, any point in Indian
chronology.

Itsing tells us that "lately a man epitomized the eight
sections of medical science, and made them into one bundle";
and he adds that " all physicians in the five parts of India
practise according to this book." Here three points come
out clearly : (1) The book was a recent production at the
time of Itsing's sojourn in India ; (2) it was an epitome of
the eight sections; (3) it was a standard book for medical
practitioners.

Which of the ancient medical textbooks answers to these
three conditions ? Professor Jolly names for consideration

1 Biihler, S.B.E., ii, xxxi.

J.R.A.S. 1907. 28
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